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WHITE WINES BY THE GLASS

Vila Regia White 2017 €8/28.50
DOURO
A bright and fresh white with notes of pineapple, passion fruit and pear.

Castillo d’Elaro Airen-Verdejo €8.30/31
LA MANCHA, SPAIN
A light straw colour with tints of green, this refreshing white wine has bright aromas of 
pear and apple with crisp fruit flavours.

Gran Hacienda Riesling 2016  €8.30/31
CHILE
Distinctive of its variety, this riesling is full of pear and is bright and lively on the nose.

Domaine de Bertier Sauvignon-Viognier 2016 €8.50/33
FRANCE
Full of Lime and soft tropical peach, while the viognier grapes exposure to the sea air gives 
this wine a bright crisp finish.

Le Jade Chardonnay 2016 €9.30/36
FRANCE
Mixed white fruits and honeysuckle tones, well structured with balanced acidity.

Via Romana Pinot Grigio 2016 €9.50/37
ITALY
A fresh nose and smooth generous flavours sets this Pinot Grigio apart from others.

Trimbach Pinot Blanc 2015 €9.50/37
ALSACE, FRANCE
Elegant and delicate, with subtle apple, grape and mineral character. A very classy, 
understated wine.

Marble Leaf Sauvignon Blanc 2015  €9.90/39
NEW ZEALAND
Classic Marlborough style with a mineral edge, passion fruit and grapefruit notes  
with a long, dry stony finish.

Grüner Veltliner, Löss, Kamptal DAC 2017  €12/46
AUSTRIA
Appealing hints of minerality amid a wealth of grapefruit, pear & citrus.

La Chablisienne ‘La Pierrelée’ Chablis 2015  €12.95/49.50
FRANCE
A classic dry and stony Chablis with citrus and vanilla notes. Full and rich in  
the mouth with an aromatic finesse.
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RED WINES BY THE GLASS

Vila Regia Red 2017  €8/28.50
DOURO
Blackberry, red fruit and vanilla aromas with earthy flavours of dried fruit and cedar.

Caramuxo Latido Marino Garnacha 2017 €8.30/31
SPAIN
Herbs and violets on the nose lead. Silky smooth, well integrated tannins hint at the quality 
of winemaking.

Gran Hacienda Merlot 2015  €8.40/32
CHILE
Aromas of plum and soft floral characters and chocolate flavours on the palate.

Fortant Cab Sauv, Vin de Pays d’Oc 2016  €8.80/35
FRANCE
An intense nose of red fruits, spices and some oak notes.

Château Grand Pascaud Bordeaux Superieur 2014  €9.50/37
FRANCE
Blackcurrant and plum on the nose, very fruity on he palate and well textured  
with a long finish.

Côtes du Rhône ‘La Borde’ 2015  €9.50/37
FRANCE
A delicate nose of red fruits, black currant jelly and cedar. Well balanced with  
spicy herbal character.

Skalli Pinot Noir Pays D’OC 2014  €9.75/38
FRANCE
Full-bodied and elegant on the palate. Notes of wild strawberry, cherry and mocha. 
Complex flavours of cherry and spices. Very long on the finish.

Callia Selected Malbec 2016  €9.90/39
ARGENTINA
Deep red and vivacious wine, with bright purplish tints. Aromas of wild  
berries and raspberries.

Hacienda El Olmo Rioja Crianza 2014 €10.85/44
RIOJA, SPAIN
Perfect balance between ripe fruit and freshness. The wine has good intensity and depth, 
with a potent nose of ripe black fruits. 

CHAMPAGNE

Champagne Lété Vautrain Brut NV  € 15/70
Light-medium bodied with a silky smooth texture, crispy and refreshing mouthful  
of blood orange and lemon zest flavour.

Perrier-Jouet NV €95
Fresh and lively with spiraling bubbles, delicate bouquet, and a subtle complex flavours.

Laurent Perrier  €95
Pale golden hue colour, fine and persistent bubbles. Fresh and delicate nose,  
good complexity with hints of citrus.
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Gosset Grand Reserve Brut NV  €100
Elegant blend of Chardonnay, Pinot Noir and Pinot Meunier with a rich palate,  
a creamy mousse and super fine bead.

Ruinart Blanc de Blanc NV  €110
100% premiers crus Chardonnay. Smoky with an intensity to the racy acidity  
and tightly knit flavours of white peach.

Bollinger Special Cuvée NV  €100
Full-bodied Champagne, with apple and pear fruits notes to a noticeably creamy,  
caramel-like finish.

Perrier-Jouet Belle Epoque 2008  €185
This sublime and consistent Grand Brut reflects the House terroir exceptionally elegant.

Dom Perignon Vintage Brut 2009  €250
Soft and delicate flavours. Fine bubbles with an astounding complexity along  
with its length. Stunning!

CHAMPAGNE ROSÉ

Champagne Lété Vautrain Royal Rosé Brut NV  €75
Notes of raspberry and wild strawberry with a delicate and subtly textured,  
it has very light, well-integrated tannins and fine bubbles.

Bollinger Rosé NV  €110
A combination of the bronze tints of the Special Cuvée and the red colour of  
redcurrant, wild strawberry and raspberry.

Laurent Perrier Brut Cuvee Rosé NV  €135
Crafted rosé with depth and freshness, highly expressive bouquet and fresh fruit aromas.

SPARKLING

Biancavigna Prosecco Frizzante NV  €9.95/42
ITALY
Brilliant straw-yellow with green reflexes, fruity nose with a marked scent of  
apple and white fruit.

Tenuta Giol, Prosecco Colfondo Sur Lie 2016  €42
Dry and cloudy, non-filtered, no added sulphites, organic traditional method of making prosecco.

Biancavigna Spumante NV  €46
Fruity, with hints of apple and white flowers and a slightly aromatic nose. Fresh,  
lively and harmonious taste.

Familia Oliveda Cava Brut  €47
A distinct blend of Macabeo and Xarel·lo. On the palate, the harmonious balance between freshness and 
smoothness is surprising, with a refined finish in which the hints of fine herbs and nuts come to the fore.
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SAUVIGNON BLANC

Marble Leaf Sauvignon Blanc 2016   €39
NEW ZEALAND
Classic Marlborough style with a mineral edge, passion fruit and grapefruit notes  
with a long dry finish.

Vincent Lacour Touraine 2016 €46
FRANCE
Touraine Sauvignon Blanc is a dry and mineral wine of a beautiful aromatic freshness. 
Ageing on lees gives it a soft, rounded palate.

Stoneleigh 2017  €42
NEW ZELAND
The palate shows balance, with ripe passionfruit flavours and complex minerality 
balanced by a tight, fresh acidity.

Domaine Roger Neveu Vigneron Sancerre   €48
FRANCE
A distinctive citrus taste with a crisp clean fnish. This wine shows a complexity and depth 
rarely found in such wines.

Château de l’Abbaye Pouilly Fumé 2016  €48
FRANCE
Intensely fragrant, heady with blossoms, wet stone and fresh herbs. Citrus flavours and 
hint of nuts and honey.

Stoneleigh Rapaura Sauvgnon Blanc 2016  €50
NEW ZELAND
Ripe tropical fruits aroma, wet river stones minerality. Fresh crispy acidity and smokey 
complex finish.

Comte Lafond Sancerre 2016  €72
Remarkable and aromatic intensity on the nose. Floral notes of white flowers. It is lively 
on the palette, full and refreshing, it is dominated by flinty stones and chalk typical of fine 
Sancerre wines.

Cloudy Bay 2017  €75
NEW ZEALAND
This iconic sauvignon blanc defined NZ’s wine and established the Marlborough wine 
region globally.
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WORLDLY WHITE & RIESLING

Mandrarossa Fiano 2016  €40
ITALY
Mouthwatering citrus-zest scent and refreshing kick of tangerines & grapefruit.

La Smilla Gavi 2016  €39.50
ITALY
A delicate wine with a light straw colour and a pleasant, fresh and harmonious aroma.

Vigneti Radica Pecorino IGT 2017  €39
Straw yellow with fruity aroma. Well bodied with a slight mineral finish.

Falanghina del Sannio la Rivolta 2016 – Organic  €52
ITALY
Apple, pear and almond aromas, clean minerality. Crisp and refreshing on the palate.  
Irish White Wine of the Year 2015.

Graffigna Pinot Grigio Centenario 2016  €40
ARGENTINA
Young and fresh on the nose with plenty of green apple, green pear and light lemon notes. 
Good acidity.

Voila Assyrtiko 2017  €45
GREECE
Vibrant and fresh.Fine aromas of stone fruit and ginger. Crispy and rich mouthful with 
mineral character.

Telmo Rodriguez ‘Gaba do Xil’ Godello 2017 €52
SPAIN
The flavours feature a dominant mineral note surrounded by a complex array of stone 
fruit, lime, floral and even herbal/spicy notes leading to a clean and vibrant finish.

Mar Endins Grenache 2017  €36
SPAIN 
A wine full of sweet fruits and floral accents. It is balanced, fresh and sulky; daring and 
expressive, with a long finish.

Bodegas As Laxas 2017 Albarino €42.50
SPAIN
Aromas of green apple, volute peach and tropical fruit such as pineapple. Well-structured, 
with a long, smokey, persistent finish with well-balanced acidity.

Quinta da Aveleda Estate Vinho Verde 2016  €36
PORTUGAL 
Dry and crisp, with richness as well as freshness, it is a bright, tight and lightly mineral wine.

Fram, Chenin Blanc 2015  €58
SOUTH AFRICA
Citrus, yellow peach and pineapple with a hint of earth on the nose. Palate of fruit 
concentration offset by snappy acidity.

‘Le Jade’ Picpoul de Pinet 2016  €36
FRANCE
Crisp apple and a touch of citrus on the nose. A good balance of ripe fruit and fresh lemon-
lime acidity. Fresh finish.

Domaine de la Noe Muscadet Sèvre et Maine Sur Lie 2017   €39
FRANCE
Dispels all preconceived notions about Muscadet. Lovely wine.
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Gentil “Hugel” et Fils 2015  €39
FRANCE
Vibrantly fruity, but also floral. It is rich yet zippy in the mouth, and it is lovely as an 
aperitif or with Asian flavourings.

Trimbach Riesling 2015  €50
An Alsace benchmark from the famous house of Trimbach in Ribeauvillé. Ripe and fruity 
in the fine 2015 vintage, but with a fine backbone of acidity and wonderful appetising 
freshness too.

Domaine Leon Boesch ‘La Cabane’ Pinot Blanc, Alsace 2015  €52
FRANCE
Aromatic and elegant, It reveals notes of flowers and exotic fruits with slight notes of 
peach, passion fruit and lemon zest with great length and well rounded palate.

Winter Riesling trocken 2016  €42
GERMANY
The nose shows apple and citrus, the palate shows just a touch of richness but finishes dry 
with a hint of minerality.

Winter “Kloppberg” Riesling Großes Gewächs trocken 2015  €75
GERMANY
The subtlety and lightness of this wine are remarkable for a region where full-body and 
full-throttle ripeness are the norm in good vintages; taste it and be amazed!

PINK WINES

Casal Garcia Vinho Verde Rose  €7.95/30
PORTUGAL
Strawberry and pomegranate flavours with a delicate effervescence.

Vigneti Radica Rosato Terre di Chieti IGT 2016  €8.50/33
ITALY
Bright pomegranate red colour. Delicate fruity aroma and notes of cherry.
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CHARDONNAY

Cuvée Pure 2015  €45
FRANCE
A natural wine with little sulphites has a light wood taste with butter aromas, yellow fruit, 
lightly perfumed with a hint of jasmine and nice acidity.

Shoofly 2015  €49
AUSTRALIA
On the nose aromas of tropical fruit, peaches and melon while on the palate; grapefruit and lemon zest.

Rutherford Ranch 2014  €55
USA
Aromas of apricot, lemon, ripe green apple and spicy vanilla. A rich, creamy mouthfeel 
with bright acidity.

Springfield Estate, ‘Wild Yeast’, 2017  €69
SOUTH AFRICA
Fermented using the native, wild yeasts that occur naturally on the skins of the grapes 
between 6 – 9 months. This method, although risky, results in incredibly expressive wine 
with a wisdom that is unattainable in wines made using traditional methods.

Robert Mondavi 2013  €79
USA
Ripe Asian pear, white melon fruit with toasty hazelnuts aromas and a rich wave of texture 
into a long, lingering finish.

WHITE BURGUNDY

Mâcon-Lugny Eugene 2016  €48
Floral with apple, peach and pear fruits. Lovely structure with a long dry mineral finish.

La Chablisienne ’La Pierrelee’ Chablis 2015  €49.50
FRANCE
A classic dry and stony Chablis with citrus and vanilla notes. Full and rich in the mouth 
with an aromatic finesse.

Joseph Drouhin, Rully Blanc 2014  €65
Purity, tension, weighty and long finish. Classic Saint Aubin character.

Camille Giroud Bourgogne Blanc 2016 €72.50
FRANCE
Everything about this wine screams of the Mediterranean. This is a refreshing, bone-dry 
Chardonnay with a mineral and grapefruit tang, green apple and hint of white pepper. It is 
a great match for pan-fried white fish and crustaceans

Prunier Bonheur Auxey – Duresses ‘les Crais’ 2015  €75
Beautiful golden colour, fresh apple ,biscuit with a touch of vanilla. Attractive & vivid, with 
long and persistent fruit.

La Chablisienne Grande Cuvée Chablis Premier Cru 2014  €78
Made with grapes grown on the appellation’s fossil rich, Premier Cru soils, it’s crisp with 
floral hints. Fresh and aromatic.

Puligny Montrachet Jean L. Chavy 2016  €105
A full wine, white fruit, hints of lemon, peach, oatmeal & butterscotch; the finish is fresh & 
full of minerals with a bright ripe balance.
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INTERESTING REDS

I TA L I A N  R E D S

Franco Conterno Barbera D’alba Superiore 2015  €42
PIEDIMONT
Ruby red colour, lively with purple reflections. Red currant aroma, ripe black cherry dried 
plums & spicy. Great body sensations & structure in the mouth.

Franco Conterno Langhe Nebbiolo Cascina Sciulun 2015  €46
PIEDIMONT
Nebbiolo 100%, spends 18 months oak barrelled in Slovenia, almost a Barolo; Rich, 
complex, tannic with pleasant notes of raspberry on the palate.

Vigneti Radica, Montepulciano D’Abruzzo 2016  €42
ABRUZZO
Red fruit with spicy notes of chocolate and vanilla. Well bodied, suppple, balanced and 
persisent.

Cantine Pepi ‘Cerasuolo di Vittoria’ Nero d’Avola-Frappato 2015  €50
ITALY
On the nose, it has raspberry and red cherry notes along with hints of floral aromas.  
Light-bodied and fruity on the palate, it has red fruit flavours and fine tannins making  
this wine fresh and elegant.

Tenuta San Vito, Chianti 2016 – Organic  €45
TUSCANY 
Powerful, fruit dense, grippy rush of über-ripe Sangiovese with touches of kir and fine 
acidity over a length evolving finish.

Leone de Castris Villa Santera Primitivo di Manduria 2015  €48
PUGLIA
Refreshing red wine with aromas of roses and cherry, and a juicy palate of dark cherry 
fruits with mouth-watering acidity.

Leone de Castris, Salice Sanentino Riserva 2015  €50
PUGLIA
Refreshing red wine with aromas of roses and cherry, and a juicy palate of dark cherry 
fruits with mouth-watering acidity.

Pietro Zardini Ripasso Valpolicella 2015  €49
VENETO
Full-bodied without being heavy and juicy with dark-fruit flavours and modest tannins.

Cannonau di Sardegna Riserva Sella & Mosca 2014  €58
SARDEGNA
Dark ruby-red this wine has a complex, rich palate, with plum and dark fruits mingling 
with oaky undertones.

Franco Conterno Barolo Pietrin 2014  €75
PIEDIMONT
Bright ruby red colour, with light orange notes. Smell rich & complex, floral notes. Rich and 
sweet ,on the palate its tannic & rough; Young and powerful.

Pietro Zardini Amarone della Valpolicella 2013  €80
VENETO
The fruity palate with chocolate flavours is full-bodied but surprisingly fresh.
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Il Cancelliere, Nero Ne Taurasai DOCG 2010  €89
CAMPANIA
The palate is rich and warming with a lovely vein of acidity and a smooth finish.

Passo del Lume Spento, Brunello di Montalcino 2012  €99
TUSCANY
The spicy tones and the oak are perfectly balanced with the fruit. This wine is intense, well 
structured, elegan and pleasingly complex

Le Serre Nuove dell’ Ornellaia 2015  €100
BOLGHERY, TUSCANY
A remarkably emphatic nose is laden with well-ripened wild red berry fruit, spice, and 
peppery balsam. In the mouth, its superb ripeness immediately impresses, as do the silky, 
high-gloss tannins, dense-packed yet supple.

Barolo Borgogno 2013  €110
PIEDIMONT
The warm palate delivers fleshy black cherry, crushed raspberry, clove, white pepper and 
anisette alongside velvety tannins.

S PA N I S H  &  P O R T U G U E S E  R E D S

Campos de Luz ‘Old Vine’ Garnacha 2016 Carinena  €33.50
Big, bold and muscular, it also boasts an attractive colour and packs a delightfully spicy 
punch, with a strong finish.

Aula Bobal Dop. Superior 2014  €34
VALENCIA
A fresh red wine,with violet tinges,subtle fruity,elegant and smooth with a long finish.

Flor de Maio 2015  €36
ALENTEJO
Good structure with juicy berry fruits alongside sweet tannins. It’s rich and the aftertaste 
brings more juicy fruitiness.

Ulls Negres 2017  €39.50
EMPORDÀ
Intense Cherry with hints of Vanilla and Cocoa. Aged in french oak, on the palate it is 
lively and silky.

Tarima Monastrell 2016 – Organic  €40
ALICANTE
Juicy, hot-blooded wine balanced with high acidity and soft tannins in full force.

Quinta do Vallado, Touriga Franca/Nacional - Tinta Roriz 2015 €45
DOURO
Intense black cherry & plum aromas with hints of violet. It is well-balanced on the palate 
with good structure and a soft palate of black fruit.

Fuentespina 7 Tempranillo 2017  €47
RIBA DEL DUERO
Soft and ripe in the mouth, good tannin structure with toasty and spicy notes in the long.

Campo Viejo Winemakers Art 2013 Rioja  €48
The nose is spicy and vibrant filled with sour cherry fruit characters. Mid-body and a 
medium tannic concentration to the palate and intense sweet spices with caramel finish.
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Finca Nueva Reserva Tempranillo 2010 €50
RIOJA 
Complex and bold. There are balsamic aromas of incense and cigar box, intermixed with 
ripe black cherries and a touch of liqueur.

Alvaro Palacios ‘Camins del Priorat’ 2015 – Organic  €55
PRIORAT
Pure bouquet of lifted blackberry and cassis fruit .French oaked well-integrated.  
The palate is full-bodied with a soft entry.

Campo Viejo Gran Reserva 2011  €58
RIOJA
Clean with aromas of sweet, ripe, red fruit and oak ageing. Fullbodied and black fruit 
flavours with polished tannins.

BODEGA Museum Reserva 2012  €65
CHIGALES
Single variety Tinta del Pais, made with grapes from very old vines. Complex and delicate 
nose with outstanding wood notes from French oak barrels. Elegant and very silky.

Finca Nueva Gran Reserva 2005  €70
RIOJA
Easy to see why this still evolving wine was awarded 96 points by Decanter Magazine.

Vina Pomal Gran Reserva Rioja 2009 Rioja  €85
Ripe fruit qualities with a perfect balance of Rioja vanilla and supple roundness on the 
palate, with a hint of new oak.

Julian Reynolds Gran Reserva 2008  €76
ALENTEJO
Blend of Alicante Boushet , Tricadeira and Shyra. Aged in the cellar for at least 7 years. Smooth 
with aroma of freshness and fruit in a perfect marriage with wood, which are revealed in the 
month with fine and elegant tannins, a nice long set of persistence. A pure and natural Red Wine.

Gloria Reynolds 2007  €95
ALENTEJO
50% Alicante Boushet 50%Tricadeira. 10 years aged. A pure and natural wine with aromas 
of dark rich berry fruits, bitter chocolate and exotic spices define the complexity that 
accompanies the powerful structure, fresh and long persistence, flavours.
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F R E N C H  &  W O R L D LY  R E D S

Le Cazelou Rouge 2015  €35
LANGUEDOC
Complexity with intense notes of blackberry fruits, spices, black cherry and eucalyptus. 
Well structured and balanced wine.

Graffigna Malbec Centenario 2016  €40
ARGENTINA
Ripe red berries, sweet spices and a hint of black pepper notes from its oak aging. Well 
structured and balanced wine, with ripe tannins and fresh acidity.

Saint Chinian ‘Gran Reserve’ Ch. Michel Cazevielle 2014  €42
LANGUEDOC-ROUSSILLON
Powerful, with attractive aromas of ripe, red and black fruit flavours and a peppery 
spiciness typical of the region.

Jean Gamay Noir 2015  €44
VIN DE FRANCE
Deep intense colour, purple, garnet with purple tints. On the nose it has a touch of liquorice 
and spice and mineral quality with a nice maturity of blackberries.

Nicolas Grosbois ‘La Cuisine de ma Mere’ Chinon Cab Franc 2017 €52
FRANCE
The nose is fresh and expressive with youthful fresh aromas of ripe berry and green 
peppercorn, while the soft, silky and fruit-driven palate offers black fruit, roasted pepper, 
bitter orange and tobacco leaf. Refreshing acidity and structured tannins merge with 
subtle notes of spice on the finish.

Gran Mascota Malbec 2015  €56
ARGENTINA
Dark, inky Malbec with good fruit and density on the palate. Live and vibrant with fruit 
ripeness. Pleasing eucalyptus note that lifts the finish.

Mas del Perié “Les Escures” Malbec 2016 – Biodynamic  €56
CAHORS
This wine, made by doctor-turned-biodynamic-winemaker Fabien Jouves is bursting with vitality.

Fram, Pinotage 2015  €58
CITRUSDAL MOUNTAIN, SOUTH AFRICA
Deep red with black fruits on the nose .Strong flavours with a nice finish with soft tannins.
Great exaple of modern pinotage.

Domaine des Marrans, Morgon Vielles Vignes 2015  €59
BEAUJOLAIS
The wine is aged in old oak for 9 months on fine lees. It is quite full bodied with intense 
cherry and plum aromas. Great with red meat, duck and mature cheese.

Chateau Musar Gaston Hochar 2006  €78
BEKAA VALLEY, LEBANON
It has quite a baked fruit character and some volatile acidity.

Doña Paula Seleccion de Bodega ‘Ugarteche’ 2012 Mendoza,  €90
ARGENTINA
A lovely supple smooth red wine. Sweet red fruit and vanilla aromas with plum fruit.
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PINOT NOIR & RED BURGUNDY

Cuvée Pure 2015  €45
FRANCE
This Natural wine is juicy and complex with a sophisticated balance between wood, 
berries and sweet herbs.

Stoneleigh 2016  €42
NEW ZEALAND
Fragrant bouquet of red plums, raspberry, black cherry overlaid with integrated oak spice.

M Runkel Spatburgunder 2015 €46
GERMANY
Aging in a combination of new and old oak results in nicely rounded wine with bouquet 
of wood and marzipan. Great dry maturity underlined by elegant notes of blackberries, 
cloves and dark chocolate. A fantastically well rounded pinot.

Marble Leaf 2014  €48
NEW ZEALAND
Sensitive oak handling supports a good balance of sweet fruit and savoury characters.

Poderi Colla Langhe Pinot Noir 2015  €64
PIEMOND, ITALY
Made with 100% Burgundian Pinot Noir from old vines, planted in 1977. Elegant aromas of 
cherry, tobacco, and spices. It shows ripe fruit on the palate with well-embedded tannins 
and a long finish and has good ageing potential.

Robert Mondavi Napa 2013  €79
USA
Ripe Asian pear, autumn quince and white melon fruit mingle beautifully with toasty 
hazelnuts and a hint of ginger spice.

Cono Sur Ocio 2013  €95
CHILE
Sweet spice aroma on the nose mixed with ripe cherry,hint of smoke, liquorice and  
vanilla on the finish.

Bourgogne Rouge Mortet 2016  €60
FRANCE
Deep, dense & brilliant, it’s smoky spice opens to fresh black cherry with sweet fruit & 
toasty notes. Bold & Delicious.

Pommard, Boyer Martenot 2015  €90
FRANCE 
Powerful rich and bright, made from 100% Pinot noir this is a great display of  
structure and finesse.

Gevrey Chambertin Mortet 2014  €99
FRANCE
A very elegant organic cuvée, with supple fine tannins & nice tension, a very complete wine 
with a perfectly balanced palate.

Nuits St Georges Domaine A. Michelot “Veilles Vignes“ 2012  €105
FRANCE
Powerful & aromatic with a wonderful texture, complex flavours of blackberry & smoke, 
long and elegant flavoursome finish.
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SHIRAZ & RHONE STYLE

Côtes du Rhône Villages “Le Pré des Suves” 2016  €42
RHONE VALLEY, FRANCE
Ripe and complex nose of garrigues, cloves and licorice. Smooth palate and a long finish 
with round and soft tannins.

Shoofly Shiraz 2015  €45
MCLAREN VALE, AUSTRALIA
Aromas of bright sour cherry fruits and light spices. Bright palate, complex nutmeg, 
tamarind, earth and eucalyptus notes.

Les Bastilles Gigondas 2014  €60
RHONE VALLEY, FRANCE
Aromas of black cherry and plum delicately mixed with thyme and notes of chocolate  
and white pepper notes. The palate is elegant with fine tannins and hints of fennel and  
aniseed on the finish.

Eric Texier Brezeme Rouge Syrah 2015 €65
NORTHERN RHONE, FRANCE
Brézème is a vivid and bright red wine. The nose is savoury, meaty and spicy – both lively and 
complex. It has an intense palate with high acidity, lovely pure fruit and a great structure.

Mas de Boislauzon “Tradition” Chateauneuf du Pape 2012  €92
Full-bodied, rich and layered with meaty notes of roasted herbs, melted liquorice, black 
fruits and spice all showing on the nose.

CABERNET SAUVIGNON

Miguel Torres Santa Digna Cabernet Sauvignon Reserva 2014  €37
CHILE
An intense, full and very fruity aroma. Its smooth, fine tannins, outlined by new oak which 
ensures a long evolution in the bottle.

Cuma Cabernet Sauvignon ‘Michel Torino’ 2017 – Organic  €38
CAFAYATTE VALLEY, ARGENTINA
On the nose, spicy dark berries and black currants, with red pepper and black olive notes.

Shottesbrooke 2010  €45
AUSTRALIA
Full bodied with smooth tannins, flavours of black currant throughout.

I Mandorli, Vino Rosso di Tavola 2016  €52
BOLGHERY, TUSCANY
This utterly drinkable natural wine, a blend Cabernet Sauvignon, Sangiovese and 
Cabernet Franc is incredibly fresh and crisp.

Bodegas La Rosa ‘CXV’ 2013  €62
MENDOZA, ARGENTINA
The nose displays some of the meaty Syrah tones along with a touch of cedarwood. The 
palate offers sweet blue fruits, soft tannins and a surprising freshness.

Rutherford Ranch Cabernet 2014  €85
NAPA VALLEY, CALIFORNIA, USA
Perfumed aromas and velvety flavours of black cherry, dark chocolate with a hint of fresh 
spearmint. This wine is full-bodied with soft tannins and a long finish.
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BORDEAUX

Chateau Cotes de Bonde Montagne Saint Emilion 2012  €48
A nose with evokes leather and undergrowth with hints of coffee, chocolate and 
caramelized cherry. On the palate, a supple attack, developing into harmonious sensations 
and very discernable tannins on the finish.

Chateau Pierre de Montignac Medoc 2012  €48
The nose displays some of the meaty Syrah tones along with a touch of cedarwood. The 
palate offers sweet blue fruits, soft tannins and a surprising freshness.

Malescasse Haut Medoc 2014  €68
Concentrated ripe fruit, attractive garnet colour, a very lovely mature nose of cassis and 
mocha coffee and sweet, dark-fruit character on the palate.

Tour Haut Caussan Medoc 2010  €72
Smooth and rich, this has fine black and red cherry flavours, along with structured, dry 
tannins. There is a spice note from the wood aging, which is balanced by the acidity. The 
finish has a fine, generous texture.

La Reserve d’Angludet Margaux 2015  €76
True to the character of Angludet. The nose is open, the oak already well integrated. Well 
balanced with a deeply layered structure and generous extract. Sustained colour.

Chapelle de Bages Pauillac 2011  €79
Very fine nose of red and black fruits, white pepper, cinnamon and menthol touch. Good 
balance between roundness and freshness, good quality tannins, spicy finish with a lot of 
finesse.

Tour Maillet Pomerol 2012  €92
Rirst nose is red currant, red currant jam, nutmeg, then opens up cigars and cinnamon, on 
the palate is lively acidity, soft tannins, lots of red berries, with long finish.

Chateau Pipeau Saint Emilion Grand Cru 2012  €95
Bright and fruity aromas and flavours of cedar wood smoke, spiced blackcurrants, plums 
and fruit cake giving it a full-body.

Chateau Rauzan-Segla, ‘’Segla’’ Margaux 2012  €99
Dense blueberry, blackberry and cassis fruit along with some liquorice, vanilla, foresty 
notes and spice, all presented in this fullbodied yet structured and big, beefy style of 
Rauzan-Ségla.

Marquis de Calon Saint Estephe 2014  €89
Full fruit and plenty of ripe tannin well integrated with the fruit. Packed with savoury 
flavours and good length.




